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It has been known that when introducing alternating elliptical extrusions in a solid
material with a positive Poisson’s Ratio, the material’s effective Poisson’s Ratio can
become negative. Furthermore, the change in the effective Poisson’s ratio depends
on two factors: the elliptical extrusions’ aspect ratio and the porosity. Using this
phenomenon, a study is conducted by combining elliptical extrusions with different
aspect ratios and porosity to construct a composite material with gradually varying
Poisson’s Ratio. Numerical and physical compression studies are conducted to char-
acterize the material’s effective properties. The results show that the material can
effectively stabilize its own structure under unilateral loading and spread out reac-
tion forces. These characteristics make graduating Poisson’s Ratio materials good
candidates for impact absorption applications. A brief look at a 3-dimensional aux-
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A metamaterial is a material that exhibits effective physical properties through
purposeful design of its macro-structure, in addition to its chemical composition.
This effective behavior can differ markedly from that of the bulk material. An
auxetic material is a material that has a negative Poisson’s Ratio (PR). Therefore,
when an auxetic material is subjected to a compressive load, the material dimension
will decrease in at least one of the two lateral directions. Most naturally occurring
materials are nonauxetic. Through careful design, man-made auxetic metamaterials
can be created.
The study of auxetic materials started as early as the mid-1980s [1]. In recent
years, the study of auxetic material has seen increasing attention. Auxetic mate-
rials have shown promising characteristics in areas such as impact absorption [2],
structural and acoustic damping [3] [4], and bending strength [5]. Despite many
interesting findings, most auxetic material studies focus on homogeneous auxetic
characteristics. In this thesis, the design of auxetic metamaterials with gradually
changing effective PR (ePR) is presented. The following sections provide the moti-
vation, background, theoretical basis, and an overview of this study.
1.1 Motivation
Existing studies have already shown the promising energy absorbing behavior of
auxetic metamaterials [2]. As an auxetic metamaterial is compressed, the structure
deforms in a fashion that moves surrounding material towards the area subject to
the greatest external force. This deformation acts to reinforce the area and can help
in preventing penetration from foreign material. A conventional material with a
positive PR deforms such that material moves away from the area of greatest exter-
nal force, which would accommodate penetration. However, the material movement
spreads the impact force over a large area resulting in a decrease in stress to objects
behind the material. Therefore, it is logical to think that through careful design, a
material consisting of a positive ePR portion and a negative ePR portion (a material
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with gradually changing effective PR) can combine the benefits of both materials
and offer good penetration resistance and force dissipation.
A review of literature revealed that the majority of auxetic metamaterial struc-
tures are 2-dimensional. Therefore, besides a 2-dimensional study of a graduating
ePR material, it is also of interest whether the similar auxetic structure can be ex-
panded into a 3-dimensional pattern. Moreover, it is desirable to build a parametric
3-dimensional auxetic pattern so that the wanted ePR can be easily achieved.
1.2 Previous Work
1.2.1 A Review of Literature
In previous studies, the formulation of auxetic metamaterials utilizes a variety of pe-
riodic geometric patterns to form structures or create voids. The geometric patterns
used have largely fallen into 3 categories: re-entrant polygons, chiral structures, and
rotational rigid bodies.
Re-entrant polygon type auxetic material are formed using periodic polygons [1]
[6] [7], as shown in Figure 1.1. The inward directing angle of two (or more, in general)
pairs of adjacent sides of the polygon allows the material to contract laterally (i.e. in
the x-direction), when a vertical (i.e. in the z-direction) compressive displacement
is imposed on the material. The re-entrant edges are loaded in tension, creating an
inward force component, drawing the material in, hence creating an auxetic effect.
Figure 1.1: The auxetic behavior is achieved through the periodic re-entrant hexag-
onal structures. Reproduced without permission. [1]
Chiral-structured auxetic materials are designed using chiral patterns, which,
in the context of 2-dimensional auxetic metamaterials, are patterns with rotational
symmetry [8] [9]. As an example in Figure 1.2, a circular center is designed with
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tangential connecting beam at 120◦ spacing with the surrounding lattice. When a
compressive load is imposed on the structure, the compression to the connecting
beams would induce a rotational motion to the circular center, causing retraction of
all connecting beams towards the center. The global effect of the retraction causes
the material to behave auxetically.
Figure 1.2: An example of a chiral auxetic structure. Reproduced without permis-
sion. [9]
The last type of auxetic structure, rigid body rotation (RBR), is of most interest
to this study [10] [11] [12]. The structure is intentionally designed to have a high
rigidity region connected to a low rigidity region. Through careful design, the de-
formation of the low rigidity region will induce an inward movement of the overall
structure, causing an auxetic effect. A common type of RBR auxetic pattern is the
pattern with alternating elliptical voids, as shown in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: The introduction of alternating elliptical voids causes the structure to
behave auxetically.
As the material structure deforms from, say a compressive external load, the
rectangular rigid bodies would rotate so that the elliptical voids collapse. Therefore,
RBR auxetics behave in two distinctive stages: an auxetic stage and a conventional
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stage. Before the voids fully collapse, the overall structure behaves auxetically due
to the rigid body rotation. Once all the voids fully collapse, the structure’s ePR will
be similar to that of the bulk material’s PR. Different from re-entrant structure and
chiral structure, RBR auxetics allows for lower porosity design. Coupled with the
two distinctive stages of deformation, RBR auxetics appear to be a good candidate
for impact absorption applications, which is one of the main motivations of this
study.
Besides the aforementioned three major types of auxetic structures, newer struc-
tures are being discovered in recent years, such as the auxetic effect through struc-
tural buckling [13] [14] and auxetic effect through dimpled sheets [15].
Auxetic metamaterial can also be categorized based on the structure’s dimen-
sionality. 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional auxetic structures have both been dis-
covered and studied. 2-dimensional auxetic structures tend to be orthotropic, and
the auxetic behavior is only achieved in one of the two lateral directions from the
loading direction. 3-dimensional auxetics, on the other hand, can easily be designed
to be near isotropic [13].
1.2.2 Fundamental Principles
This study is based on the study conducted by Taylor et al. [12]. According to
the study, even at low porosities, arranging elliptical voids in a periodic pattern
(Figure 1.3) allows the overall material to behave auxetically. The ePR is effected
by 2 independent factors: the elliptical voids’ aspect ratio (the ratio of the ellipses’
major axis and minor axis, AR, shown in Figure 1.4) and the material’s porosity. At
small displacement, at AR 1, the ePR is a positive value, similar to that of the bulk
material. As the AR increases, the ePR decreases, eventually becoming negative
(auxetic). In a similar fashion, larger porosity decreases ePR. Therefore, the ePR
can be easily tuned using the combination of AR and porosity.
The study also explored the determining factor of ePR from an alternative per-
spective. When holding the ratio between the ligament length and the representative
volume’s edge length constant, it was discovered that the ePR is nearly constant at
low porosity values (2%-5%).
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Figure 1.4: A representative volume (area in dotted line) with its major axis, a,
minor axis, b, ligament length, lmin, and edge length, l0, illustrated.
1.3 An Outline of This Study
The RBR pattern used in the study from Taylor et al. [12], are used as the funda-
mental building blocks for this study. Periodic elliptical voids are used to create a
metamaterial with gradually changing PR. The material consists of a negative PR
top section, a near-zero PR middle section, and positive PR bottom section. For the
ease of physical sample fabrication, each section is designed to have 3 rows of alter-
nating elliptical voids spaced 10 mm apart center-to-center and a constant porosity
ranging from 5% to 35% throughout the material, as illustrated in Figure 1.5. The
designed material then undergoes numerical study, where a simulated compression
is applied. The material’s effective PR, deformation, stress distribution, and force-
displacement relation are examined. The numerical model build and simulation
results are presented in Chapter 2.1 and 2.2. In addition to the numerical study, a
physical sample was built for testing. The building and test results of the physical
sample is presented in Chapter 2.3.
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Figure 1.5: A numerical sample of 30% porosity and AR 1, 3, and 5.
The 2-dimensional RBR pattern used in this study is only auxetic in the pla-
nar directions (the plane on which the pattern is constructed). It is desirable to
expande the same concept and create auxetic patterns that behave auxetically in
a 3-dimensional space. A review of previous work revealed a 3-dimensional RBR
structure that uses flat ellipsoidal voids in a cyclic pattern [16] to achieve auxeticity.
In this study, a parametric computer aided design (CAD) modeling tool of the same
3-dimensional RBR pattern is created. The tool is intended for use in the future
study of 3-dimensional graduating PR materials, as well as other related studies.





2.1 The Setup of Simulations
The commercial finite element code Abaqus/Standard (Simulia, Rhode Island, USA)
was used for the numerical study. Using knowledge from previous 2-dimensional
RBR auxetic patterns, several planar models were considered. The numerical mod-
els were built iteratively, from simplified linear models to more complex nonlinear
models.
2.1.1 Elastic Small Displacement Simulation
The numerical study was started with a simple 2-dimensional simulation of a gradu-
ating void pattern with AR 1, 3, and 5. The simulated material was “TAP Platinum
Silicone” [17], a two-part room temperature vulcanizing silicone rubber with high
tear resistance, flexibility, and low viscosity, which eliminates the need for vacuum
curing. The relevant material properties are listed in Table 2.1. The material was
later used as the sample material for physical testing.
Table 2.1: Relevant mechanical properties of “TAP Platinum Silicone” [17]
Hardness (Shore-A) 8 ± 1
Tensile strength (psi) 218
Elongation at break 280%
The simulations used a linear material model (i.e., Hooke’s Law) to simulate a
small displacement of the material. The material and simulation step setup assumes
that the material undergoes a linear elastic deformation with negligible geometry
change. This assumption is only valid for small boundary displacement. When
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large boundary displacement is applied, the linear model is no longer accurate.
Even though it is less accurate, the simplified models allows a short setup time to
get an initial estimate on the effective material PR, as well as a visual representation
of how the overall structure deforms under load. The simplified model also provides
direction for further in-depth study.
Due to the limited material property information regarding the stiffness of the
material, with only an indentation hardness included, a translation from the inden-






where r is the mean radius of the end section of the indentor used in the hardness
testing and s is the Shore A hardness value. The equation is obtained by relating
hardness scale to the material’s deformation, then using classical elasticity theory
to find out the Young’s modulus E. For Shore hardness test, an r value of 0.0515
may be used [18]. S is the Shore A hardness rating of the material. From Equation
2.1, the Young’s Modulus of the material is 0.357 MPa. The PR of the material is
assumed to be 0.495, as most elastomeric materials are nearly in-compressible.
Since the auxetic pattern is a 2-dimensional pattern, adequate thickness must be
used to safely assume uniform deformation throughout the thickness of the material
(i.e., plane strain). The width of the sample needs to be as large as practically
feasible to capture valid effective material behavior. For this study, 80 mm x 80
mm x 80 mm cubical samples were used. 2-dimensional plane strain condition was
applied to the model. Boundary conditions were applied to the top and bottom
surfaces. The top surface was fixed in all degrees of freedom except for the vertical
translation direction, to which a downward displacement was applied. The bottom
surface was fixed in all degrees of freedom. The boundary conditions are shown in
Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: All degrees of freedom of the top and bottom boundaries are constrained
except for a downward translational motion applied to the top boundary.
Initial simulation results confirmed the expected behavior of the graduating pat-
tern, as shown in Figure 2.2. The model’s horizontal deformation varied from the
top section to the bottom section. The model clearly exhibited a negative ePR on
the upper half. Though not as pronounced, the model exhibited a positive ePR on
the lower half.
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Figure 2.2: The displacement plot of a linear elastic material model with AR 1, 3,
and 5, 25% porosity, and 7 mm displacement.
2.1.2 Hyperelastic Nonlinear Geometry Simulation
To gain more realistic results from the simulation model, the material constitutive
law and the step settings were modified. Since the bulk material being used for
the study was silicone rubber, a hyperelastic material model was used. Due to the
limited information on the mechanical property of the rubber material, a relatively
simple hyperelastic model, Neo-Hooke model was used. The strain energy density
function of Neo-Hooke model [19] is expressed in Equation 2.2,
W = C10(I1 − 3) +
1
D1




J is the determinant of the deformation gradient, also called the elastic volume ratio.
I1 is the first invariant of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. Parameters
C10 and D1 are properties of the material, which can be determined using the
















G0 and K0 are the shear modulus and bulk modulus of the material, and have values
of 0.119 MPa and 11.9 MPa respectively. C10 and D1 are calculated to be 0.0597
and 0.1681 respectively.
A geometrically nonlinear step setting was used to replace the linear step setting
used in the previous simulations. This is because the deformation simulated was
large enough that small deformation assumption was no longer accurate.
While conducting simulation using the settings described, problems arose when
large deformation was simulated. Simulations would abort prematurely. Upon in-
vestigation, it appeared that the boundary condition caused the problem. The
boundary condition applied to the top surface of the model constrained all degrees
of freedom, which forced the corners of the top partial voids to distort excessively
(see Figure 2.3). The excessive distortion of the local elements caused the simulation
to not converge.
Figure 2.3: Large element distortion (circled) took place on the top surface of the
model due to overly constricting boundary condition.
2.1.3 Rigid Surface Compression Simulation
To solve the problem of excessive distortion due to overly constricting boundary
condition to the top surface, a simulated rigid surface was created to mimic a com-
pression tester’s test surface, as shown in Figure 2.4. The use of a rigid surface
allows the top surface of the model to deform instead of maintaining a perfectly flat
geometry, enhancing the accuracy of the numerical model.
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Figure 2.4: An analytically rigid surface (the line above the numerical sample) was
created to simulate the compression of a tester.
A reference point was created at one end of the rigid surface to assign boundary
condition to the rigid surface. The rigid surface was initially positioned 1 mm away
from the model’s top surface. To simulate the contact of the two surfaces, the
rigid surface was defined as the master surface and the top surface of the model
was defined as the slave surface. For the normal interaction between the surfaces,
“Hard contact” and “allow separation” settings were used. For simplicity, tangential
interaction was set as frictionless.
Besides improving the model’s accuracy, using rigid surface compression to re-
place the top boundary condition also allowed the numerical model to simulate larger
deformation without premature convergence problems.
2.2 Simulation Results and Analysis
With the simulation model refined, a parametric study was conducted. To select
the combination of AR and ePR for the study, extensive simulations were conducted
to gain precise knowledge of the relationship between porosity, AR, and ePR. The
simulation setup was from the study by Taylor et al. [12]. The results are shown in
Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Poisson’s ratio at different aspect ratio and porosity. The fewer data
points for higher aspect ratio is due to the geometric constraint of the design. As
the aspect ratio increases, the adjacent elliptical voids will eventually overlap, com-
promising the desired periodic pattern.
Each data series (a series of data points connected by a same line) in Figure 2.5
represents a same porosity at different aspect ratios. Observing each data series in-
dependently (holding porosity constant), as the aspect ratio increases, the Poisson’s
ratio decreases. On the other hand, comparing the data points on a same horizontal
location, a larger porosity will yield a material with a lower Poisson’s ratio.
For this study, it is desirable to select 3 ARs having a positive, a near-zero,
and a negative ePR respectively to create a gradually changing ePR that spans a
large range of values and takes advantage of the properties of both auxetic and
non-auxetic behaviors. Furthermore, the selected combination of AR and porosity
needs to yield structurally strong void geometries (e.g. large AR leads to “skinny”
voids, which are not structurally strong), as the physical test sample voids will be
created using male molds (described in detail in Chapter 2.3). The final values of
AR 1, 3, and 5 were selected to create the graduating ePR material. The porosity
ranged from 5% to 35%.
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2.2.1 The Overall Behavior of the Material
As with constant AR auxetic metamaterials, the relationship between porosity and








where ∆x is the average lateral dimension change calculated by taking the difference
between the average nodal displacement of the left edge and right edge. Similarly,
∆y is the average axial dimension change. εlateral and εaxial are the average lateral
strain and axial strain, respectively.
Plotting the ePR vs the porosity of samples of AR 1, 3, and 5, as shown in Figure
2.6, it can be observed that at low porosity, the material has an ePR of a positive
number. As porosity increases, the ePR decreases, transitioning to a negative value
at around 20% porosity. This behavior is similar to that of a constant porosity
material.
Figure 2.6: As the porosity increases, the ePR decreases.
The material’s deformation mostly took place in the top section of the material,
while the bottom section of the material remained relatively undeformed, as seen
in Figure 2.7. This suggests a gradual increase in the vertical stiffness from the top
section to the bottom section.
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(a) 1 mm deformation
(b) 3 mm deformation
(c) 5 mm deformation
Figure 2.7: Plots of the vertical deformation of a sample with 35% porosity, AR 1,
3, and 5, at the deformation of 1 mm to 5 mm.
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Intuitively, the large deformation in the top section also resulted in a larger
stress distribution in the top section, as shown in Figure 2.8. Furthermore, as the
top section voids collapsed, the material acted like a solid material in compression.
This effectively stiffened the material. As a result, stress migrates downwards to
‘explore’ the now less stiff region of the material.
(a) 1.25 mm deformation (b) 2.75 mm deformation
(c) 3.8 mm deformation (d) 5 mm deformation
(e)
Figure 2.8: Plots of von Mises stress of a sample with 35% porosity undergoing a
deformation from 1 mm to 5 mm.
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2.2.2 Deformation of Each Aspect Ratio Section
Figure 2.9 offers a graphical comparison of the difference in lateral deformation
between the top section, the middle section, and the bottom section of the material.
At 5% porosity, the sample sees a mostly uniform lateral deformation throughout,
only to be disrupted by the encastre bottom boundary condition. As the porosity
increases, the deformation tends more towards the top section of the sample. As a
result of this, given the same combination of ARs, as porosity increases, the variation
in lateral deformation between each section increases.
(a) 5% porosity
(b) 10% porosity
Figure 2.9: Plots of horizontal deformation of sample with (a) 5%, (b) 10%, (c)





Figure 2.9: Plots of horizontal deformation of sample with (a) 5%, (b) 10%, (c)
20%, (d) 25%, and (e) 35% porosity at 3 mm deformation. (cont.)
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Further investigation suggests that the bottom sections deform little compared
to the top sections, and by relatively constant amount across samples of various
porosity, as shown in Figure 2.10. Furthermore, the deformation increases the local
width of the sample, suggesting a positive local ePR. The middle section, however,
undergoes a change in lateral deformation from an increase in local sample width
to a decrease in local sample width, which indicates a change of local ePR from a
positive value to a negative value. The top section, too, experiences a change in
local ePR from a positive value to a negative value. Due to the larger AR of the
top section, the change in ePR is more dramatic.
Figure 2.10: The horizontal displacement at the top, the middle, and the bottom
nodes on the edges are sampled. Lateral deformation is calculated for each section
of samples at porosity 5%, 10%, 20%, 25%, and 35%. A positive lateral deformation
indicates increase in the overall width of the sample.
Examining the vertical displacement, the distribution is even across the width of
the sample for low porosity samples, as shown in Figure 2.11(a). The displacement
increases gradually and consistently from top sections to bottom sections. For higher
porosity samples, the vertical displacement changes abruptly both width-wise and
height-wise.
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(a) 5% porosity (b) 10% porosity
(c) 20% porosity (d) 25% porosity
(e) 35% porosity
(f)
Figure 2.11: Plots of vertical deformation of sample with (a) 5%, (b) 10%, (c) 20%,
(d) 25%, and (e) 35% porosity at 3 mm deformation.
2.2.3 Force-Displacement Relation
Analyzing the force-displacement relation offers insight to how the material’s reac-
tion to external force changes as deformation occurs. It also offers clue to how the
21
material can be used in energy absorbing applications.
The slope of a force-displacement curve is the elastic modulus of the sample.
Comparing the force-displacement curves of 10% porosity, 20% porosity, and 35%
porosity materials, as shown in Figure 2.12, it is obvious that stiffness is lower for
higher porosity materials.
Figure 2.12: Force-displacement curve of the reaction force at the bottom surface
of samples at 10%, 20%, and 35% porosity. The absence of 4 mm and 5 mm
deformation data points in 10% and 20% porosity is due to simulation convergence
issues for low porosity samples.
Looking closely at the reaction force of the left bottom node of a sample in Figure
2.13 (a), the change in the overall material’s stiffness, as shown by the change in
slope of the curve, undergoes a dramatic change near a displacement of 4 mm. This
is due to the closing of some of the top section voids, increasing the overall stiffness
of the material (refer to Figure 2.7 (c)). In fact, the same change in slope can be
seen in the force-displacement curves for all bottom edge nodes (Figure 2.13 (b)).
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(a) Force-displacement curve of the left most node on the bottom surface. P35; AR1,3,5;
D5.
(b) Reaction forces of selected evenly spaced nodes on the bottom edge. P35; AR1,3,5; D5.
Figure 2.13: The reaction forces of the bottom edge at selected nodes.
2.3 Physical Testing
To verify the findings from the numerical simulation, physical samples of selected
models were built. To amplify the effect of negative ePR, a hyperelastic material
is desired. A two-part room temperature vulcanizing silicone rubber named “TAP
Platinum Silicone” was selected for the build due to its ease of fabrication and ability
to withstand large deformation [17].
A female mold was designed to cast the silicone rubber material. 1/4′′ in clear
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acrylic sheets were used to build the mold due to the ease of manufacture, low cost,
and optical transparency. The acrylic sheets were laser cut into building blocks (i.e.
the floor, the walls, and the roof of the mold) with interlocking features, as shown
in Figure 2.14. The building blocks were then held together by hot glue, which
provides adequate holding force during the casting process, yet is easy to remove
during mold release.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.14: Interlocking features are designed to the edges of mating building
blocks.
To create the cyclic void patterns, male elliptical extrusion inserts (shown in
Figure 2.15) need to be installed into the mold before casting. Indexing key features
are designed to one end of the inserts to mate with matching features on the floor
of the mold to ensure correct orientation of the inserts. A cylindrical feature with
30 degree angle of lead-in is designed to the other end of the inserts to mate with
the roof of the mold to provide additional positional constraint. The inserts are 3D
printed using a Form 2 (Formlabs, Massachusetts, USA) stereolithography (SLA)
3D printer. 3D printing is an ideal method for this application due to its good
precision, low cost, and short lead time for small quantity manufacturing. Despite
added cost, an SLA printer was chosen over a Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)
printer for its higher precision, higher resolution, higher dimensional stability during
the print, and higher success rate.
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Figure 2.15: Inserts of AR of 5, 3, and 1 from left to right. The universal mating
features can be seen.
A sealant has to be used to seal off the gaps between the adjacent building
blocks, as well as any gap between the inserts and the floor. Vaseline was chosen
as the sealant due to its user-friendliness, low cost, and ease of removal. A fully
assembled mold is shown in Figure 2.16.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.16: (a) The side view and (b) the top view of a fully assembled mold. The
pour hole can be seen on the bottom left corner of the roof in (b)
Mold release was proven to be an easy process thanks to the silicone rubber’s
non-stick property. To release the sample after the curing process, the hot glue is
first removed using pliers. Then the roof and the walls are disassembled by hand.
The sample and the inserts can be removed as a whole. The inserts can be pulled
out of the sample by hand. A finished test sample is shown in Figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.17: A finished sample with 30% porosity and AR 5, 3, and 1 from the top
to the bottom.
2.4 Physical Test Result
The physical tests were conducted at the University of Cagliari, Sardinia, Italy, in
collaboration with postdoctoral researcher Luca Francesconi. A total of 3 samples
were used in the physical test. The configurations are: 15% porosity with grad-
uating PR, 30% porosity with graduating PR, and 30% porosity with a constant
AR of 1. Two physical tests were performed to the samples: a uniaxial quasi-static
compression test and a low-velocity impact test. The compression test uses a hy-
draulic MTS LandMark 370 universal testing machine to apply compression load to
a simply supported sample.
When applying a compression test to the P30 AR 1 sample and the P15 grad-
uating ePR sample, the samples behaved much like a conventional material: The
middle section expanded laterally, indicating a positive ePR. This was as expected
since both samples have a positive ePR as shown by the numerical simulation.
The 30% graduating ePR sample, on the other hand, contracted laterally in
the top and middle section (see Figure 2.18, which both have negative ePRs. This
behavior shows good impact resistance since the contraction towards the loading
axis acted to reinforce the area, preventing foreign material from penetrating the
sample. The bottom section of the material expanded like a conventional positive
ePR material, acting to spread out the compressive load.
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Figure 2.18: The compression test of a sample with P30 AR 1, 3, and 5 [20].
The force-displacement curves of all the test samples were plotted and shown
in Figure 2.19. Both graduating ePR samples and a solid sample saw smooth in-
crease in reaction force throughout the deformation. The AR 1 sample experienced
global buckling effect at around 16 mm displacement and saw a dramatic decrease
in reaction force. This further shows the superior impact and penetration resistance
characteristics of graduating ePR materials.
Figure 2.19: The force-displacement relation of a solid (“Full”) silicone rubber sam-
ple, a 15% and a 30% porosity, AR 1, 3, and 5 graduating ePR (“VPR”, which
stands for variable Poisson’s Ratio) sample, and a 30% porosity, AR 1 sample [20].






The study of 2-dimensional auxetic graduating ePR samples has shown promising
results in energy absorption and impact attenuation. However, 2-dimensional RBR
patterns are limited to only behaving auxetically in the planar dimensions. A 3-
dimensional auxetic structure could greatly expand the capabilities of a graduating
ePR material.
Generating numerical samples by hand have been proven to be a time-consuming
and laborious process. It is also prone to human errors. An automated parametric
CAD tool to generate 3-dimensional RBR auxetic patterns could greatly reduce the
amount of labor involved in model generation.
3.1 3-Dimensional Rigid Body Rotation Auxetic Model
The 3-dimensional pattern is from the patent by Boyce et al. [16]. The pattern is
shown in Figure 3.1. The pattern consists of layers of squarely spaced overlapping
flat ellipsoidal voids. Each layer offsets its adjacent layer by one half a unit length in
both orthogonal planar directions. The layers run along all three orthogonal planes.
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Figure 3.1: The patented 3-dimensional RBR auxetic pattern. Reproduced without
permission. [16]
The working principal of this 3-dimensional RBR pattern is analogous to its
2-dimensional counterpart used in this study. When, say, a tensile load is applied
to the material, the rigid blocks of solid material will rotate around their corners,
effectively showing an auxetic behavior.
3.2 Generation of 3-Dimensional Auxetic Model
An automated tool to generate the 3-dimensional auxetic model was created. The
CAD software of choice was SolidWorks (Dassault Systèmes, Massachusetts, USA).
Using the built-in API, a macro written in Visual Basic was created that guides the
user through each parameter to build the desired model.
After launching SolidWorks, the user shall navigate to the menu bar and select
“Tools”. In the drop-down menu, select “Macro”, then “Run”. In the “Open”
window, navigate to the location of the macro file. Select the macro file then click
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“Open”. This will start the macro. A dialog box will appear, as shown in Figure
3.2. The user shall specify the desired parameters of the model. Table 3.1 lists the
description of each parameter.
Figure 3.2: The dialog box for the user to fill in desired parameters. The recom-
mended values can be seen to the right side of some fields.
Table 3.1: The description of each parameter.
Parameter Description
Length: Element (mm) The length of an edge of a cubical element. An
element is the smallest unit that can be repeated
to create an entire structure.
Length: Minor Axis (mm) The length of the minor axis of the ellipsoidal
voids. The minor axis is the “flat” direction of
the ellipsoids.
Length: Major Axis (mm) The length of the 2 major axis of the ellipsoidal
voids. The major axis are in the wide directions
of the ellipsoids.
No. Element in X-Direction The number of elements to be created in the x-
direction.
No. Element in Y-Direction The number of elements to be created in the y-
direction.
No. Element in Z-Direction The number of elements to be created in the z-
direction.
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Each parameter has a default value that is the same each time the macro is
launched. Change the parameter values to desired values from the top to the bottom.
As each parameter is updated, the recommended values (values that will enable a
successful build of the sample) for each remaining parameter (parameters that are
below the last changed parameter) is updated. The CAD tool was incorporated with
an error handling function, which prevents the user from attempting to create models
using parameters that will cause a failure in the build process. Failure to follow the
recommended values will result in a prompt to change the corresponding field. Once
all parameters are updated to the desired values, click “Create”. The CAD tool will
begin the build process. The build time varies depending on the number of elements
requested in each direction, but is generally on the order of seconds. After the build
process is completed, the sample is displayed in the displayport. The same dialog
box will appear again. If additional samples are needed, repeat the same process
to build more samples. Otherwise, click “Done” and the macro is terminated. A
completed model is shown in Figure 3.3. The complete Visual Basic code of the
CAD tool can be found in Appendix 2.
Figure 3.3: A 3×3×3 auxetic metamaterial model created using the CAD tool.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion and Future Study
4.1 A Summary of Findings
In this study, a material structure with graduating ePR is proposed. Using an RBR
auxetic structure as the basic building block, a material with a negative ePR top
section, an near-zero ePR middle section, and a positive ePR bottom section is
created. Numerical simulations were conducted followed by physical testing.
Overall, the porosity and AR both have a negative relationship with the effective
PR. For a constant porosity material, the negative ePR section has lower effective
stiffness compared to the nonauxetic section, therefore, experiencing larger deforma-
tion than the nonauxetic section during initial boundary movement. Consequently,
the high stress region first appears on the top section. It then migrates to the
bottom section as deformation increases.
When subject to external loading, the graduating ePR material successfully
blends the properties of auxetic materials and nonauxetic materials. The auxetic
section contracts laterally, effectively directing internal material towards the loading
axis. The nonauxetic section expands laterally, spreading the force over an increased
area. The combinationg of the two stabilizes the overall structure of the material.
Stiffness increases gradually as deformation increases resulting in a lower peak force,
a phenomenon that is valuable in impact absorbing applications.
4.2 Suggested Future Studies
This study is intended as a first look into the world of graduating ePR materials.
Due to the large number of parameters involved with graduating ePR material, not
all parameters are looked into. For future studies, it is worth investigating more
parameters including different combinations of aspect ratio and the number of void
layers for each section. The study could also benefit from using a variety of bulk
materials. Common impact material such as foam materials, metallic materials,
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and composite fiber materials could potentially exhibit differently using a same
graduating auxetic structure.
This study only conducted simulation at static condition at small displacement.
Future simulations could include a dynamic study for a more accurate prediction
of the impact absorption properties. A buckling study can also benefit in learning
the terminal behavior of the material. The stabilizing effect of a graduating ePR
material discovered in this study suggests that a graduating ePR material could be
a good choice for preventing penetration of a foreign object. An indentation study
could help determining graduating ePR material’s worthiness in applications such
as safety equipment and armors in military applications.
The 3-dimensional auxetic CAD tool enables the user to generate large quantities
of auxetic models with different parameters. This is great for large scale numeric
study of the effects to ePR from porosity and AR. Once the ePR for each combination
of porosity and AR is recorded, 3-dimensional graduating ePR materials can be
easily created using the output from the CAD tool. Besides graduating ePR studies,
the CAD tool can also be useful for creating the building blocks for practical products
(e.g., tank armor) to be studied for impact applications.
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VBA Code for 3-Dimensional
Model Generation
1 Option Exp l i c i t
2
3 Dim swApp As SldWorks . SldWorks
4 Dim swModel As SldWorks . ModelDoc2
5 Dim swSketchMgr As SldWorks . SketchManager
6 Dim swFeatureMgr As SldWorks . FeatureManager
7
8 Dim pi As Double
9 Dim a As Double ’ dimension along x ax i s ; e l l i p s o i d r evo l v e s
around y ax i s
10 Dim b As Double ’ dimension along y ax i s
11 Dim numberVoid As Double ’ number o f vo ids per element
12 Dim lengElement As Double ’ l ength o f s i d e s o f cub i c a l element
13
14 Dim poro s i t y As Double
15 Dim vo lE l l i p s eUn i t As Double ’ volume o f a s i n g l e e l l i p s o i d
16 Dim vo lE l l i p s eTo t a l As Double ’ volume o f a l l e l l i p s o i d in an element
17 Dim volElement As Double ’ volume o f element
18
19 Dim numElementX As Double ’ number o f element in x−d i r e c t i o n ( width )
20 Dim numElementY As Double ’ number o f element in y−d i r e c t i o n ( depth )
21 Dim numElementZ As Double ’ number o f element in z−d i r e c t i o n ( he ight )
22
23 Const strTemplate As St r ing = ”\\samba1\ x l i ang \dcengr \Desktop\RA\Geometries \3
D\ Sc r i p t s \Template\Part . prtdot ”
24
25 Dim txtMajAxisLimUp As Double
26 Dim txtMajAxisLimLo As Double
27
28 ’ combine va rab l e s%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
29 Dim swFeat As SldWorks . Feature
30 Dim Indent As Long
31 Dim BodyFolderType (5 ) As St r ing
32
33 ’ c r e a t e model
34 Pr ivate Sub cmbCreate Click ( )
35 ’ check inputs be f o r e c r e a t i n g model ; i f no mistake i s found , c r e a t e model
36 txtMajAxisLimUp = txtLengElement ∗ Sqrt (2 ) − txtLengMinor ∗ Sqrt (2 )
36
37 txtMajAxisLimLo = txtLengElement
38 I f txtLengMajor <= txtMajAxisLimLo Or txtLengMajor >= txtMajAxisLimUp
Then
39 MsgBox ”Hold your horse . Your ””Length : Major Axis ”” value need to be
updated . ”
40 txtLengMajor . SetFocus
41 Else
42 frmCreateModel . Hide
43 createModel
44 frmCreateModel . Show
45 End I f
46 End Sub
47
48 ’ t e rminate macro




53 Sub createModel ( )
54
55 Set swApp = Appl i ca t ion . SldWorks
56
57 ’ c r e a t e new part document
58 swApp . NewDocument strTemplate , 0 , 0 , 0
59
60
61 ’ perform work in an a c t i v e document
62 Set swModel = swApp . ActiveDoc
63 Set swSketchMgr = swModel . SketchManager
64 Set swFeatureMgr = swModel . FeatureManager
65
66 ’ turn o f f ” input dimension value ”
67 swApp . SetUserPre fe renceTogg le swInputDimValOnCreate , Fa l se
68 ’ change system un i t s to MMGS
69 swModel . Extension . Se tUse rPre f e r ence In t ege r swUnitSystem ,




73 ’ u se r inputs
74
75 ’ e lement
76 pi = 3.1415926
77 a = txtLengMajor . Text / 2 / 1000
78 b = txtLengMinor . Text / 2 / 1000
79 ’ numberVoid = 4
80 lengElement = txtLengElement . Text / 1000
81
82 ’ matrix
83 numElementX = txtNoX . Text
84 numElementY = txtNoY . Text
85 numElementZ = txtNoZ . Text
86
87 ’ equat ions
88 vo lE l l i p s eUn i t = (4 / 3) ∗ pi ∗ a ∗ a ∗ b
89 vo lE l l i p s eTo t a l = vo lE l l i p s eUn i t ∗ numberVoid
90 volElement = lengElement ˆ 3






95 ’ c r e a t e element
96
97 ’ c r e a t e sketch
98 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Front” , ”PLANE” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
99 swSketchMgr . In s e r tSke t ch True
100
101 ’ turn on d i r e c t add i t i on to database ( avoid snapping )
102 swSketchMgr .AddToDB = True
103
104 ’ c r e a t e sketch e n t i t i e s
105 swSketchMgr . CreateCenterRectangle 0 , 0 , 0 , lengElement / 2 , lengElement /
2 , 0
106 swModel . C l e a rS e l e c t i on2 True
107 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Line3 ” , ”SKETCHSEGMENT” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False ,
0 , Nothing , 0
108 swModel . AddDimension2 0 , 0 . 015 , 0
109
110 ’ c r e a t e ex t ru s i on
111 swFeatureMgr . FeatureExtrus ion2 True , False , False , 6 , 0 , lengElement , 0 ,
False , False ,





116 ’ c r e a t e void
117
118 ’ c r e a t e sketch
119 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Front Plane” , ”PLANE” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
120 swSketchMgr . In s e r tSke t ch True
121
122 ’ turn on d i r e c t add i t i on to database ( avoid snapping )
123 swSketchMgr .AddToDB = True
124
125 ’ c r e a t e sketch e n t i t i e s
126 ’ c r eate , cons t ra in , and add dimension to e l l i p s e
127 swSketchMgr . C r ea t eE l l i p s e 0 , 0 , 0 , a , 0 , 0 , 0 , b , 0
128 swModel . C l e a rS e l e c t i on2 True
129 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Point2 ” , ”SKETCHPOINT” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
130 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”” , ”EXTSKETCHPOINT” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
131 swModel . SketchAddConstraints ”sgCOINCIDENT”
132 swModel . C l e a rS e l e c t i on2 True
133 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Point2 ” , ”SKETCHPOINT” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
134 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Point3 ” , ”SKETCHPOINT” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
135 swModel . SketchAddConstraints ”sgHORIZONTALPOINTS2D”
136 swModel . C l e a rS e l e c t i on2 True
137 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Point2 ” , ”SKETCHPOINT” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
138 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Point3 ” , ”SKETCHPOINT” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
139 swModel . AddDimension2 0 , b + 0 .005 , 0
140 swModel . C l e a rS e l e c t i on2 True
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141 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Point2 ” , ”SKETCHPOINT” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
142 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Point4 ” , ”SKETCHPOINT” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
143 swModel . AddDimension2 0 .005 , 0 , 0
144
145 ’ c r e a t e v e r t i c a l l i n e and trim e l l i p s e
146 swSketchMgr . CreateLine 0 , b , 0 , 0 , −b , 0
147 swModel . SketchAddConstraints ”sgVERTICAL2D”
148 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”” , ”EXTSKETCHPOINT” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
149 swModel . SketchAddConstraints ”sgCOINCIDENT”
150 swModel . C l e a rS e l e c t i on2 True
151 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ” E l l i p s e 1 ” , ”SKETCHSEGMENT” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
0 , Nothing , 0
152 swSketchMgr . SketchTrim swSketchTrimClosest , −a , 0 , 0
153
154 ’ c r e a t e c e n t e r l i n e f o r revo lved f e a tu r e
155 swSketchMgr . CreateCenterLine 0 , 2 ∗ b , 0 , 0 , −2 ∗ b , 0
156 swModel . SketchAddConstraints ”sgVERTICAL”
157 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Point2 ” , ”SKETCHPOINT” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
158 swModel . SketchAddConstraints ”sgCOINCIDENT”
159
160 ’ c r e a t e r evo lv e f e a tu r e
161 swFeatureMgr . FeatureRevolve2 True , True , False , False , False , False , 0 ,
0 ,
162 6.2831853071796 , 0 , False , False , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , False , True , True
163 swModel . C l e a rS e l e c t i on2 True
164
165 ’ c r e a t e sketch f o r sketch dr iven pattern
166 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Top Plane” , ”PLANE” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
167 swSketchMgr . In s e r tSke t ch True
168
169 ’ turn on d i r e c t add i t i on to database ( avoid snapping )
170 swSketchMgr .AddToDB = True
171
172 ’ c r e a t e r e c t ang l e
173 swSketchMgr . CreateCenterRectangle 0 , 0 , 0 , lengElement / 2 , lengElement /
2 , 0
174 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Line5 ” , ”SKETCHSEGMENT” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
175 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Line6 ” , ”SKETCHSEGMENT” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
176 swSketchMgr . CreateConstructionGeometry
177 swModel . C l e a rS e l e c t i on2 True
178 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Line3 ” , ”SKETCHSEGMENT” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False ,
0 , Nothing , 0
179 swModel . AddDimension2 0 , 0 , lengElement / 2 + 0.01
180 swModel . CreatePoint lengElement / 2 , lengElement / 2 , 0
181 swModel . CreatePoint lengElement / 2 , −lengElement / 2 , 0
182 swModel . CreatePoint −lengElement / 2 , lengElement / 2 , 0
183 swModel . CreatePoint −lengElement / 2 , −lengElement / 2 , 0
184 swSketchMgr . In s e r tSke t ch True
185
186 ’ c r e a t e sketch dr iven pattern f o r upper and lower s u r f a c e s
187 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Revolve1” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False ,
256 , Nothing , 0
188 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch3” , ”SKETCH” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 64 ,
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Nothing , 0
189 swFeatureMgr . FeatureSketchDrivenPattern True , Fa l se
190
191 ’ c r e a t e l i n e a r pattern f o r upper and lower s u r f a c e s
192 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Top Plane” , ”PLANE” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False , 1 ,
Nothing , 0
193 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern1 [ 2 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 256 , Nothing , 0
194 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern1 [ 3 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 256 , Nothing , 0
195 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern1 [ 4 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 256 , Nothing , 0
196 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern1 [ 5 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 256 , Nothing , 0
197 swFeatureMgr . FeatureLinearPattern4 2 , lengElement / 2 , 1 , 0 . 01 , False ,
False , Empty , Empty , False , False ,
198 False , False , False , False , False , False , True , False , 0 , 0
199
200 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Top Plane” , ”PLANE” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False , 1 ,
Nothing , 0
201 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern1 [ 2 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 256 , Nothing , 0
202 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern1 [ 3 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 256 , Nothing , 0
203 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern1 [ 4 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 256 , Nothing , 0
204 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern1 [ 5 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 256 , Nothing , 0
205 swFeatureMgr . FeatureLinearPattern4 2 , lengElement / 2 , 1 , 0 . 01 , True ,
False , Empty , Empty , False , False ,
206 False , False , False , False , False , False , True , False , 0 , 0
207
208 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern1 [ 2 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 256 , Nothing , 0
209 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern1 [ 3 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 256 , Nothing , 0
210 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern1 [ 4 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 256 , Nothing , 0
211 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern1 [ 5 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 256 , Nothing , 0
212 swFeatureMgr . InsertDeleteBody2 Fal se
213
214 ’ c r e a t e sketch dr iven pattern f o r f r on t and rea r s u r f a c e s
215 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Front Plane” , ”PLANE” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
216 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Top Plane” , ”PLANE” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
217 swModel . In s e r tAx i s2 True
218 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Axis1” , ”AXIS” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False , 1 , Nothing
, 0
219 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Revolve1” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
256 , Nothing , 0
220 swFeatureMgr . FeatureCi rcu la rPatte rn4 2 , 1 .5707963267949 , False , ”NULL” ,
False , True , Fa l se
221 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”CirPattern1 ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False ,
256 , Nothing , 0
222 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch3” , ”SKETCH” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 64 ,
Nothing , 0
223 swFeatureMgr . FeatureSketchDrivenPattern True , Fa l se
224 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern2 [ 1 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
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False , 0 , Nothing , 0
225 swFeatureMgr . InsertDeleteBody2 Fal se
226
227 ’ c r e a t e sketch dr iven pattern f o r l e f t and r i gh t s u r f a c e s
228 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Right Plane” , ”PLANE” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
229 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Top Plane” , ”PLANE” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
230 swModel . In s e r tAx i s2 True
231 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Axis2” , ”AXIS” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False , 1 , Nothing
, 0
232 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Revolve1” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
256 , Nothing , 0
233 swFeatureMgr . FeatureCi rcu la rPatte rn4 2 , 1 .5707963267949 , False , ”NULL” ,
False , True , Fa l se
234 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”CirPattern2 ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False ,
256 , Nothing , 0
235 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch3” , ”SKETCH” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 64 ,
Nothing , 0
236 swFeatureMgr . FeatureSketchDrivenPattern True , Fa l se
237 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern3 [ 1 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
False , 0 , Nothing , 0
238 swFeatureMgr . InsertDeleteBody2 Fal se
239
240 ’ c r e a t e v e r t i c a l cut f o r top and bottom
241 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”CirPattern1 ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False ,
2 , Nothing , 0
242 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”CirPattern2 ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
2 , Nothing , 0
243 swFeatureMgr . InsertCombineFeature 15903 , Nothing , Nothing
244 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Top Plane” , ”PLANE” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False , 1 ,
Nothing , 0
245 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Combine1” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
256 , Nothing , 0
246 swFeatureMgr . FeatureLinearPattern4 2 , lengElement / 2 , 1 , 0 . 01 , False ,
False , Empty , Empty , False , False ,
247 False , False , False , False , False , False , True , False , 0 , 0
248 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Top Plane” , ”PLANE” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False , 1 ,
Nothing , 0
249 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Combine1” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
256 , Nothing , 0
250 swFeatureMgr . FeatureLinearPattern4 2 , lengElement / 2 , 1 , 0 . 01 , True ,
False , Empty , Empty , False , False ,
251 False , False , False , False , False , False , True , False , 0 , 0
252 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Combine1” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
253 swFeatureMgr . InsertDeleteBody2 Fal se
254
255 ’ d e l e t e o r i g i n a l body
256 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Revolve1” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False , 0 ,
Nothing , 0
257 swFeatureMgr . InsertDeleteBody2 Fal se
258
259 ’ combine bod ie s
260 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Boss−Extrude1” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
False , 1 , Nothing , 0
261 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern1 [ 1 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 2 , Nothing , 0
262 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”LPattern1 [ 1 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
2 , Nothing , 0
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263 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”LPattern1 [ 2 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
2 , Nothing , 0
264 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”LPattern1 [ 3 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
2 , Nothing , 0
265 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”LPattern1 [ 4 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
2 , Nothing , 0
266 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”LPattern2 [ 1 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
2 , Nothing , 0
267 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”LPattern2 [ 2 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
2 , Nothing , 0
268 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”LPattern2 [ 3 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
2 , Nothing , 0
269 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”LPattern2 [ 4 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
2 , Nothing , 0
270 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern2 [ 2 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 2 , Nothing , 0
271 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern2 [ 3 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 2 , Nothing , 0
272 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern2 [ 4 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 2 , Nothing , 0
273 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern2 [ 5 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 2 , Nothing , 0
274 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern3 [ 2 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 2 , Nothing , 0
275 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern3 [ 3 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 2 , Nothing , 0
276 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern3 [ 4 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 2 , Nothing , 0
277 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Sketch−Pattern3 [ 5 ] ” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
True , 2 , Nothing , 0
278 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”LPattern3” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 2 ,
Nothing , 0
279 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”LPattern4” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True , 2 ,
Nothing , 0
280 swFeatureMgr . InsertCombineFeature 15902 , Nothing , Nothing
281
282 ’OPTIONAL i s ome t r i c view & zoom to f i t
283 swModel . ShowNamedView2 ”∗ I s omet r i c ” , 7




288 ’ pat te rn e lements
289
290 ’ pat te rn x−d i r e c t i o n
291 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Right Plane” , ”PLANE” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False , 1 ,
Nothing , 0
292 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Combine2” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
256 , Nothing , 0
293 swFeatureMgr . FeatureLinearPattern4 numElementX , lengElement , 1 , 0 . 01 ,
False , False , Empty , Empty , False , False ,
294 False , False , False , False , False , False , True , False , 0 , 0
295
296 ’ combine x−d i r e c t i o n pattern
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
297 BodyFolderType (0 ) = ”dummy”
298 BodyFolderType (1 ) = ” swSolidBodyFolder ”
299 BodyFolderType (2 ) = ” swSurfaceBodyFolder ”
300 BodyFolderType (3 ) = ”swBodySubFolder”
301 BodyFolderType (4 ) = ”swWeldmentSubFolder”
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302 BodyFolderType (5 ) = ”swWeldmentCutListFolder”
303
304 Debug . Pr int ” F i l e = ” & swModel . GetPathName
305
306 Indent = −3
307
308 Set swFeat = swModel . F i r s tFea ture
309 TraverseFeatures swFeat , True
310
311 ’OPTIONAL i s ome t r i c view & zoom to f i t
312 swModel . ShowNamedView2 ”∗ I s omet r i c ” , 7
313 swModel . ViewZoomtofit2
314
315
316 ’ pat te rn y−d i r e c t i o n
317 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Front Plane” , ”PLANE” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False , 1 ,
Nothing , 0
318 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Combine3” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
256 , Nothing , 0
319 swFeatureMgr . FeatureLinearPattern4 numElementY , lengElement , 1 , 0 . 01 ,
True , False , Empty , Empty , False , False ,
320 False , False , False , False , False , False , True , False , 0 , 0
321
322 ’ combine y−d i r e c t i o n pattern
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
323 BodyFolderType (0 ) = ”dummy”
324 BodyFolderType (1 ) = ” swSolidBodyFolder ”
325 BodyFolderType (2 ) = ” swSurfaceBodyFolder ”
326 BodyFolderType (3 ) = ”swBodySubFolder”
327 BodyFolderType (4 ) = ”swWeldmentSubFolder”
328 BodyFolderType (5 ) = ”swWeldmentCutListFolder”
329
330 Debug . Pr int ” F i l e = ” & swModel . GetPathName
331
332 Indent = −3
333
334 Set swFeat = swModel . F i r s tFea ture
335 TraverseFeatures swFeat , True
336
337 ’OPTIONAL i s ome t r i c view & zoom to f i t
338 swModel . ShowNamedView2 ”∗ I s omet r i c ” , 7
339 swModel . ViewZoomtofit2
340
341
342 ’ pat te rn z−d i r e c t i o n
343 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Top Plane” , ”PLANE” , 0 , 0 , 0 , False , 1 ,
Nothing , 0
344 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 ”Combine4” , ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 , 0 , True ,
256 , Nothing , 0
345 swFeatureMgr . FeatureLinearPattern4 numElementZ , lengElement , 1 , 0 . 01 ,
True , False , Empty , Empty , False , False ,
346 False , False , False , False , False , False , True , False , 0 , 0
347
348 ’ combine z−d i r e c t i o n pattern
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
349 BodyFolderType (0 ) = ”dummy”
350 BodyFolderType (1 ) = ” swSolidBodyFolder ”
351 BodyFolderType (2 ) = ” swSurfaceBodyFolder ”
352 BodyFolderType (3 ) = ”swBodySubFolder”
353 BodyFolderType (4 ) = ”swWeldmentSubFolder”
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354 BodyFolderType (5 ) = ”swWeldmentCutListFolder”
355
356 Debug . Pr int ” F i l e = ” & swModel . GetPathName
357
358 Indent = −3
359
360 Set swFeat = swModel . F i r s tFea ture
361 TraverseFeatures swFeat , True
362
363 ’OPTIONAL i s ome t r i c view & zoom to f i t
364 swModel . ShowNamedView2 ”∗ I s omet r i c ” , 7






371 Sub DoTheWork( th i sFea t As SldWorks . Feature )
372
373 Dim IsBodyFolder As Boolean
374 IsBodyFolder = Fal se
375
376 Dim FeatType As St r ing
377 FeatType = th i sFea t . GetTypeName
378
379 I f FeatType = ”Sol idBodyFolder ” Or FeatType = ”SurfaceBodyFolder ” Or
FeatType = ”CutListFolder ” Or FeatType = ”SubWeldFolder” Or FeatType = ”
SubAtomFolder” Then
380 IsBodyFolder = True
381 End I f
382
383 I f IsBodyFolder Then
384
385 Debug . Pr int Format ( S t r ing ( Indent , ” ” ) & th i sFea t .Name, ” ! ” & St r ing
(40 , ”@” ) ) ; Format (FeatType , ” ! ” & St r ing (30 , ”@” ) ) ;
386
387 Dim BodyFolder As SldWorks . BodyFolder
388 Set BodyFolder = th i sFea t . GetSpec i f i cFeature2
389
390 Dim BodyFolderTypeE As Long
391 BodyFolderTypeE = BodyFolder . Type
392
393 Debug . Pr int Format ( BodyFolderType (BodyFolderTypeE ) , ” ! ” & St r ing (30 ,
”@” ) ) ; Format (BodyFolderTypeE , ” !@@@@” ) ;
394
395 Dim BodyCount As Long
396 BodyCount = BodyFolder . GetBodyCount
397
398 Debug . Pr int ”Body Count i s ” & BodyCount
399
400 Dim vBodies As Variant






407 Dim swFeatureMgr As SldWorks . FeatureManager
408 Set swFeatureMgr = swModel . FeatureManager
409
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410 Dim i As Long
411
412 I f Not IsEmpty ( vBodies ) Then
413 For i = LBound( vBodies ) To UBound( vBodies )
414 Dim Body As SldWorks . Body2
415 Set Body = vBodies ( i )
416 ’Debug . Pr int Format ( S t r ing ( Indent + 3 , ” ”) & Body .Name, ” ! ”
& St r ing (30 , ”@”) )
417 swModel . Extension . SelectByID2 Body .Name, ”SOLIDBODY” , 0 , 0 ,
0 , True , 2 , Nothing , 0
418 Next i
419 swFeatureMgr . InsertCombineFeature 15903 , Nothing , Nothing




424 Dim FeatureFromBodyFolder As SldWorks . Feature
425 Set FeatureFromBodyFolder = BodyFolder . GetFeature
426
427 I f Not FeatureFromBodyFolder I s th i sFea t Then
428 MsgBox ”Features don ’ t match ! ”
429 End I f
430 Else
431




436 Sub TraverseFeatures ( th i sFea t As SldWorks . Feature , i sTopLevel As Boolean )
437
438 Dim curFeat As SldWorks . Feature
439 Set curFeat = th i sFea t
440
441 Indent = Indent + 3
442
443 While Not curFeat I s Nothing
444 DoTheWork curFeat ’Do the th ing that we are doing t h i s f e a t u r e
t r a v e r s a l f o r
445
446 Dim sub f ea t As SldWorks . Feature
447 Set sub f ea t = curFeat . GetFirstSubFeature
448
449 While Not sub f ea t I s Nothing
450 TraverseFeatures subfeat , Fa l se
451 Dim nextSubFeat As SldWorks . Feature
452 Set nextSubFeat = sub f ea t . GetNextSubFeature
453 Set sub f ea t = nextSubFeat
454 Set nextSubFeat = Nothing
455 Wend
456
457 Set sub f ea t = Nothing
458
459 Dim nextFeat As SldWorks . Feature
460
461 I f i sTopLevel Then
462 Set nextFeat = curFeat . GetNextFeature
463 Else
464 Set nextFeat = Nothing
465 End I f
466
45
467 Set curFeat = nextFeat
468 Set nextFeat = Nothing
469
470 Wend




475 ’ i n i t i a l l im i t f o r txtLengMajor
476 Pr ivate Sub Use rFo rm In i t i a l i z e ( )
477
478 txtMajAxisLimUp = txtLengElement ∗ Sqrt (2 ) − txtLengMinor ∗ Sqrt (2 )
479 txtMajAxisLimLo = txtLengElement
480 txtMajAxisLim . Caption = ”Enter va lue g r e a t e r than ” & txtMajAxisLimLo & ”




484 ’ e r r o r handl ing f o r txtLengElement & updating l im i t f o r txtLengMajor
485 Pr ivate Sub txtLengElement AfterUpdate ( )
486
487 ’ update upper and lower l im i t f o r txtLengMajor
488 txtMajAxisLimUp = txtLengElement ∗ Sqrt (2 ) − txtLengMinor ∗ Sqrt (2 )
489 txtMajAxisLimLo = txtLengElement
490
491 ’ e r r o r handl ing : empty & non−numeric
492 I f txtLengElement = Empty Then
493 txtLengElement = 20
494 E l s e I f Not IsNumeric ( txtLengElement ) = True Then
495 MsgBox ”You must ente r a number . ”
496 txtLengElement = 20
497 End I f
498
499 txtMajAxisLim . Caption = ”Enter va lue g r e a t e r than ” & txtMajAxisLimLo & ”




503 ’ e r r o r handl ing f o r txtLengMinor & updating l im i t f o r txtLengMajor
504 Pr ivate Sub txtLengMinor AfterUpdate ( )
505
506 ’ update upper and lower l im i t f o r txtLengMajor
507 txtMajAxisLimUp = txtLengElement ∗ Sqrt (2 ) − txtLengMinor ∗ Sqrt (2 )
508 txtMajAxisLimLo = txtLengElement
509
510 ’ e r r o r handl ing : empty & non−numeric
511 I f txtLengMinor = Empty Then
512 txtLengMinor = 3
513 E l s e I f Not IsNumeric ( txtLengMinor ) = True Then
514 MsgBox ”You must ente r a number . ”
515 txtLengMinor = 3
516
517 ’ e r r o r handl ing : i n v a l i d va lue
518 E l s e I f txtLengMinor <= 0 Then
519 MsgBox ”Trust me , you don ’ t want that number . Try again . ”
520 txtLengMinor = 3
521 E l s e I f txtMajAxisLimLo >= txtMajAxisLimUp Then
522 MsgBox ”Trust me , you don ’ t want that number . Try again . ”
523 txtLengMinor = Round ( ( txtLengElement ∗ ( Sqrt (2 ) − 1) / 2) , 2)
524 ’ update upper and lower l im i t f o r txtLengMajor
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525 txtMajAxisLimUp = txtLengElement ∗ Sqrt (2 ) − txtLengMinor ∗ Sqrt (2 )
526 txtMajAxisLimLo = txtLengElement
527 End I f
528
529 txtMajAxisLim . Caption = ”Enter va lue g r e a t e r than ” & txtMajAxisLimLo & ”




533 ’ e r r o r handl ing f o r txtLengMajor & updating l im i t f o r txtLengMajor
534 Pr ivate Sub txtLengMajor AfterUpdate ( )
535
536 ’ update upper and lower l im i t f o r txtLengMajor
537 txtMajAxisLimUp = txtLengElement ∗ Sqrt (2 ) − txtLengMinor ∗ Sqrt (2 )
538 txtMajAxisLimLo = txtLengElement
539
540 ’ e r r o r handl ing : empty & non−numeric
541 I f txtLengMajor = Empty Then
542 txtLengMajor = Round ( ( txtMajAxisLimUp + txtMajAxisLimLo ) / 2 , 2)
543 E l s e I f Not IsNumeric ( txtLengMajor ) = True Then
544 MsgBox ”You must ente r a number . ”
545 txtLengMajor = Round ( ( txtMajAxisLimUp + txtMajAxisLimLo ) / 2 , 2)
546
547 ’ e r r o r handl ing : i n v a l i d va lue
548 E l s e I f txtLengMajor <= txtMajAxisLimLo Or txtLengMajor >= txtMajAxisLimUp
Then
549 MsgBox ”Trust me , you don ’ t want that number . Try again . ”
550 txtLengMajor = Round ( ( txtMajAxisLimUp + txtMajAxisLimLo ) / 2 , 2)




555 ’ e r r o r handl ing f o r txtNoX
556 Pr ivate Sub txtNoX AfterUpdate ( )
557
558 ’ e r r o r handl ing : empty , non−numeric , non−i n t e g e r
559 I f txtNoX = Empty Then
560 txtNoX = 3
561 E l s e I f Not IsNumeric ( txtNoX) = True Then
562 MsgBox ”You must ente r a number . ”
563 txtNoX = 3
564 E l s e I f Not CLng( txtNoX) = txtNoX Then
565 MsgBox ”You must ente r an i n t e g e r . ”
566 txtNoX = 3
567
568 ’ e r r o r handl ing : i n v a l i d va lue
569 E l s e I f Not txtNoX > 1 Then
570 MsgBox ”Trust me , you don ’ t want that number . Try again . ”
571 txtNoX = 3




576 ’ e r r o r handl ing f o r txtNoY
577 Pr ivate Sub txtNoY AfterUpdate ( )
578
579 ’ e r r o r handl ing : empty , non−numeric , non−i n t e g e r
580 I f txtNoY = Empty Then
581 txtNoY = 3
582 E l s e I f Not IsNumeric ( txtNoY) = True Then
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583 MsgBox ”You must ente r a number . ”
584 txtNoY = 3
585 E l s e I f Not CLng( txtNoY) = txtNoY Then
586 MsgBox ”You must ente r an i n t e g e r . ”
587 txtNoY = 3
588
589 ’ e r r o r handl ing : i n v a l i d va lue
590 E l s e I f Not txtNoY > 1 Then
591 MsgBox ”Trust me , you don ’ t want that number . Try again . ”
592 txtNoY = 3




597 ’ e r r o r handl ing f o r txtNoZ
598 Pr ivate Sub txtNoZ AfterUpdate ( )
599
600 ’ e r r o r handl ing : empty , non−numeric , non−i n t e g e r
601 I f txtNoZ = Empty Then
602 txtNoZ = 3
603 E l s e I f Not IsNumeric ( txtNoZ ) = True Then
604 MsgBox ”You must ente r a number . ”
605 txtNoZ = 3
606 E l s e I f Not CLng( txtNoZ ) = txtNoZ Then
607 MsgBox ”You must ente r an i n t e g e r . ”
608 txtNoZ = 3
609
610 ’ e r r o r handl ing : i n v a l i d va lue
611 E l s e I f Not txtNoZ > 1 Then
612 MsgBox ”Trust me , you don ’ t want that number . Try again . ”
613 txtNoZ = 3





Photos for Test Sample Making
Figure B.1: A finished sample with 30% porosity and AR 1.
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Figure B.2: A finished sample with 15% porosity and AR 5, 3, and 1 from the top
to the bottom.
Figure B.3: A finished sample with 30% porosity and AR 5, 3, and 1 from the top
to the bottom.
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Figure B.4: The top view of a mold injected with silicone rubber material.
Figure B.5: A cured sample that has just been released from the mold.
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Figure B.6: A cured sample with extrusion inserts still attached.
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